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A. Mandy is reading a book content page. Choose the best answer by blackening 

the circles.

1. Mandy wants to know where the Atlantic Ocean is. She should read

〇 A. Chapter 1    〇 B. Chapter 2

〇 C. Chapter 3    〇 D. Chapter 4

2. Mandy loves the whales. She should read

〇 A. Pages 8 - 10   〇 B. Pages 13 - 15

〇 C. Pages 18 - 20   〇 D. Pages 38 - 40

3. In which of the chapters can you see the following sentences?

a)  There are lots of coral reef fish that hide in the coral reef.  (            )

b)  The famous Titanic sank a hundred years ago  (            )

c)  We should not throw rubbish into the ocean  (            )

d)  Waves are the moving of water in the sea  (            )

e)  Sea horses are living in saltwater  (            )

Chapter Page

1 Water on Earth 2

2 Five Oceans 4

3 Small Fish 5

4 Big Fish 17

5 Waves and Tides 19

6 Sea Creatures 31

7 Corals 33

8 Sinking Ships 38

9 Protect our Oceans 43

10 Glossary 45
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B. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of “be”.

1. There  some apples on the table. They  red.

2. Three hamburgers  too many for a girl.

3. There  a lot of food in the fridge.

4. There  some orange juice in the fridge.

5. There  many stars in the sky.

6. There  many tables in the study room.

7. Too much sugar  not healthy. We should not eat too much 

sugary food.

8. Vegetable soup  fresh. Chicken wings

 delicious. My brother and I like them very much.

C. Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verb.

1. A whale is  (big) than a dolphin.

2. May is  (tall) than Bob.

3. A snail walks  (slow) than a snake.

4. Playing a game is  (interesting) than reading a book.

5. She is  (good) student in the class.

6. ABC restaurant is  (bad) restaurant I have ever tried.

7. Flower restaurant is  (bad) Sun restaurant.

8. Cutting a strawberry is  (dangerous) than washing an apple.

9. My father is  (heavy) than me.

10. A cat jumps  (high) than a mouse.

11. My sister is  (helpful) than her husband. 

12. A Dictionary is  (thick) than a book.

13. She runs  (fast) than John.

14. Mary is  (beautiful) girl in the family.

15. Central is  (busy) district in Hong Kong.


